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1． Lessons Learned from the Great East Japan Earthquake
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Damage to Port Facilities due to the Great East Japan Earthquake

Transport and Tourism

￮ The damage caused by the tsunami was extensive and spanned from the Tohoku to the North Kanto area. It included
complete destruction or partial destruction of frontline breakwaters, collapse of coastal levees, damage due to floating
debris such as rubble and containers, and other damage such as that to cargo-handling machinery.
[Arrival of the tsunami (photo taken from the Kamaishi Port office)]

Coastal levee damage

Damage to cargo-handling machinery

￮ Ofunato Port Chayamae Area levee

￮ Sendai-Shiogama Port

￮ Port of Onahama

Damage to frontline breakwater
￮ Breakwater at the mouth of Kamaishi Port
Damage due to floating debris

￮ Kamaishi Port

Damage due to liquefaction
￮ Ibaraki Port (Hitachi Port district)

￮ Sendai-Shiogama Port

￮ Hachinohe Port northside breakwater

Subsidence due
to liquefaction
(Maximum of
approximately
1.0 m)

Runoff of reclaimed
soil from the tip of the
quay
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The Importance of Marine Transportation Network Functions (the Great East Japan Earthquake)

Transport and Tourism

￮ At the Great East Japan Earthquake, ports facing the Sea of Japan were used to receive
relief supplies in place of the ports on the Pacific Ocean side, which were heavily damaged.
Niigata Port

Akita Port

- Water and food were
received as emergency
relief supplies from South
Korea at Niigata Port.

- Domestic ferries (chartered and regular scheduled
ferries) were used to transport Self-Defense Forces’
jeeps, fire department trucks and ambulances, along
with personnel, vehicles and relief supplies from
relevant organizations to stricken areas.

Tsuruga Port

￮ Example of cooperation between

- Existing RORO sea routes
were used to receive
emergency supplies
(blankets, instant noodles)
from South Korea to the
Tsuruga Port.

ports during disasters
[Fushiki-Toyama Port- Nagoya Port]
(Basic agreement in July 2011)
- Established cooperative systems
between ports at the event of a
disaster, founded on the Great East
Japan Earthquake.
- Mutual use of port facilities at
disasters, sharing information of
available quays and sea routes to
realize swift transportation, etc. of
relief supplies to mitigate disaster
impact on local economies.

Ports affected
by the disaster

Source： Created by the Port and Harbor Bureau, Ministry of
Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism
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Approaches Taken Toward Tsunami Prevention After the Great East Japan Earthquake

Transport and Tourism

￮ There are two levels of tsunamis that can be expected, as there is a need to clarify protection goals
according to tsunami size and frequency of occurrence before developing preventive measures.

Tsunamis that occur more frequently

Largest class of tsunamis

Tsunamis of a scale that occurs once every few decades or in a century or so

Tsunamis of a scale that occurs once every few centuries or millennia

Disaster prevention goals

Disaster mitigation goals

Protection of human life
Protection of assets
Maintaining important port logistic
functions immediately after a disaster
[Use of land]
Planned so that important port facilities are not
damaged by disasters

Tsunamis that
occur more
frequently

In three major bays, developing
firm protective standards against
the largest class of tsunamis, with
cost-effectiveness taken into
account, are being deliberated

[Evacuation plans]
Planned with the worst-case scenario
in mind

Mitigation of economic losses
Swift restoration of important port
logistics functions after a disaster
[Use of land]
Planned under the assumption of inland
flooding

Largest class
of tsunamis

[Disaster prevention facilities]
Planned to prevent inland flooding

[Disaster prevention facilities]
Allows flooding inland but planned to prevent extensive damage by
breaches, etc., by using multiple methods of protection as necessary.
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Promotion of Multiple Protection with Breakwaters and Levees
￮ Effects of multiple protection
- Optimization of business costs
- Heightened safety within the port

-Attenuation of tsunami energy
- Improvement of scenery and use
- Securing safe evacuation by delaying arrival of tsunamis, etc.

Transport and Tourism

-Increased sense of safety due to multiple protection

Example of multiple protection
The height of levee
facilities can be reduced
with breakwater effects

Suppresses water
levels from rising in
the port

Tsunami

Levees need to be raised
to this level if there are no
breakwaters

Improves
scenery and
usability

- Mitigates damages in port facilities, etc.
- Ensures safety of port personnel, etc.

Effects of multiple protection
- Improves scenery
- Improves coastal access

The breakwater at the mouth of
the port reduces the flow volume
and speed of tsunamis entering
the port

Offers an increased sense of safety
due to multiple protection

Disaster risk mitigation with multiple protection for tsunamis that exceed L1 tsunamis

Attenuation

Attenuation of tsunami energy offshore will delay the tsunami
arrival time for the land areas to dramatically reduce damage

Tsunami

Kuji Port, Suwashita district

Tsunami
Tsunami

Levee
Breakwater

Elementary and middle school students evacuating together
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(Photographed by a citizen of Unosumai district, provided by Professor
Katada of Gunma University)
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Damage Mitigation Effects of Breakwaters at the Mouth of Kamaishi Port During the Great East Japan Earthquake
Breakwater at the mouth
of Kamaishi Port

Transport and Tourism

Arrival of the tsunami within Kamaishi City

Opening (submerged
breakwater)
300m
South
North breakwater
breakwater
990m
670m

March 11, 2011
Photo taken from the
Kamaishi Port office
Citizens evacuating in the Kamaishi Port office

Maintenance period: FY1978 to FY2008
Overall project cost: 121.5 billion yen
Effects of the port mouth breakwater against the tsunami

Although the city of Kamaishi suffered grave damage with the Great East Japan Earthquake, the
breakwater at the mouth of Kamaishi Port was able to mitigate the damage.
Run-up
height Reduced

Run-up height

Run-up height 10.0m

Time to top
the levee

Delayed by
six minutes

Tsunami height
Reduced by
40%

by 50%

Tsunami height 8.1m

Tsunami
speed
Reduced by
50%

*As there is a port mouth breakwater, the tsunami height
(8.1m) is the tsunami trace height, and the time until
topping the levee (34 minutes) is the time measured at
the local office. Others are simulation results.

Tsunami speed 3.0m/s

Prevents tsunami invasion
Levee

Breakwater at the
mouth of the port
(Height above the ocean surface 6.0m)

(Height above the ocean surface 4.0m)

Time to top the levee 34 minutes

Tsunami height before
breakwater 10.8m
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Development of breakwaters with steadfast structures

￮ Breakwaters ensure calm waters and mitigates damages at disasters such as tsunamis, but they also
take long periods of time to restore. There are concerns that port functions will stall due to this. For this
reason, steadfast reinforcement measures to maximize facility effects are necessary.
[Detailed reinforcement measures]

[Special features for the top edge]
Flow without special features

Flow with special features

Overflow scours the foundation
mound and seabed, causing
the caisson to slip down

Devising special features for
the top edge will separate the
landing location of overflow from
the breakwaters, to prevent
scouring behind the
breakwaters.

[Location map]

Scouring
Foundation mound

Omaezaki Port

Caisson

[Installation of covering blocks]
Covering blocks and scour protection
mats strengthen reinforced embankment
functions to protect the foundation mound
and seabed from scouring.

Foundation mound

Meiwa district

Breakwater (improved)

Seabed

Scouring of reinforced embankments and
seabed

[Installation of reinforcing
[Installation of scour protection mats]
embankment]
Foundation mounds and seabed necessary to stabilize breakwaters are protected
from scouring by reinforced embankments, even if a tsunami is to overflow
breakwaters.
Furthermore, even if a large tsunami is to come, the breakwaters are supported
from behind.

Breakwater (improved)
Breakwater
(extended)

全国防災

National disaster prevention

[Designation of special areas to be reinforced for the Nankai Trough Earthquake tsunami evacuation]

一般枠

General scope

Approaching tsunami

Overview of the designated standards

Omaezaki Port
Omaezaki

￮ Areas which will see flooding 30cm or over from the tsunami, 30
minutes or less from the earthquake
￮ Coastal municipalities that are located between candidate cities in
special reinforcement areas
￮ Assurance of an unified tsunami evacuation measure within the
same prefecture
* With consideration toward the difficulty of tsunami evacuation
based on regional conditions such as flooding depth and area

[Location map] [Location map]

Nagoya Port
Kochi Port

Misato district

Breakwater (extended)

Breakwater (improved)

Breakwater (improved)
Outer port district

The damage expected for special areas to be reinforced for the
Nankai Trough Earthquake tsunami evacuation are extremely
severe. For this reason, reinforcements for steadfast
breakwaters are being promoted in areas where the necessity
for countermeasures are high and urgent
Designated areas for special reinforcement

Approaching tsunami
Approaching tsunami

Nagoya
Nagoya
Port

Kochi Port
Port

Port
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Enhancement of Evacuation Measures
[Evacuation measures for ports]
￮ Establishing guidelines related to evacuation for port personnel and visitors
￮ Reviewing evacuation systems for the port such as securing evacuation facilities and conducting drills
￮ Enhancing information provision systems related to evacuation, using the wave measurement network
Reviews, etc. of evacuation arrangements in the port
Tsunami advisory

The ground here is

2.5 m
above sea level

Securing evacuation facilities

Maintenance of information versions

Raising tsunami warnings with GPS wave recorders
At the Great East Japan
Earthquake, multiple GPS
wave recorders along the
Tohoku Pacific coast detected
the first tsunami wave 10
minutes before it hit the coast.
The Japan Meteorological
Agency saw this and raised
tsunami warnings.

GPS wave recorder

Overview of GPS wave recorders

GPS satellite
On-land station

Office

(GPS base station)

GPS wave recorder

Waves

Positioning accuracy Only a few cm

Water depth
Around 100m to 400m

Approximately 20km
Warnings and advisory announcement timelines

20:20, March 12, 2011
14:49, March 11, 2011

Major tsunami warning changed to a tsunami warning

Major tsunami warning issued for the coastal areas of Iwate, Miyagi, and Fukushima Prefectures
15:14, March 11, 2011

7:30, March 13, 2011

Major tsunami warning issued for the Pacific coastal area of Aomori Prefecture, and the coastal areas of Ibaraki Prefecture and the Kujukuri and Boso coastal areas of Chiba Prefecture

Tsunami warning changed to a tsunami advisory

15:30, March 11, 2011

17:58, March 13, 2011

Major tsunami warning issued for the Pacific coastal area of Hokkaido and the coastal areas of the Izu Islands

Tsunami advisory lifted

16:08, March 11, 2011
GPS wave recorder

Major tsunami warning issued for the Sea of Japan coastal areas of Aomori Prefecture and the coastal areas of Chiba Prefecture’s Uchibo, Ogasawara Islands, Miura Peninsula/Sagami Bay, Shizuoka and Wakayama Prefectures

detection offshore of
south Iwate

15:12
Maximum wave 6.7 m

Conducting evacuation drills

Considerations of speakers, etc. that will
communicate evacuation information

Developing guidelines related to port evacuation
Developing guidelines to in
order to deliberate overall
hardware/software
necessary in evacuation
measures for ports

12th, 3:11 Off the coast of Fukushima Prefecture (M:6.0)

Time of earthquake

11th, 17:12 Off the coast of Ibaraki Prefecture (M:6.4)

12th, 4:03 Off the coast of Sanriku (M:6.2)

11th, 17:19 Off the coast of Ibaraki Prefecture (M:6.7)

12th, 4:47 Off the coast of Akita Prefecture (M:6.4)

11th, 17:47 Off the coast of Ibaraki Prefecture (M:6.0)

12th, 5:11 Off the coast of Sanriku (M:6.1)

12th, 0:19 Off the coast of Ibaraki Prefecture (M:6.2)

[Examples of items up for deliberation in guidelines]
- Consideration of evacuation facilities, evacuation
routes, etc.
- Response measures for areas with evacuation
difficulties
- Methods of communicating information
- Installation of tsunami evacuation signage
- Promoting awareness and methods of education etc.

12th, 22:15 Off the coast of Fukushima Prefecture (M:6.0)
12th, 23:43 Off the coast of Iwate Prefecture (M:6.1)

12th, 10:46 Off the coast of Fukushima Prefecture (M:6.4)

12th, 0:13 Off the coast of Ibaraki Prefecture (M:6.6)
11th, 21:16 Off the coast of Iwate Prefecture (M:6.0)

13th, 10:26 Off the coast of Ibaraki Prefecture (M:6.4)

11th, 21:13 Off the coast of Miyagi Prefecture (M:6.1)

13th, 8:25 Off the coast of Miyagi Prefecture (M:6.2)

11th, 20:37 Off the coast of Iwate Prefecture (M:6.4)

13th, 7:13 Off the coast of Fukushima Prefecture (M:6.0)

11th, 16:29 Off the coast of Sanriku (M:6.6)
11th, 16:15 Off the coast of Fukushima Prefecture (M:6.8)
11th, 15:57 Off the coast of Ibaraki Prefecture (M:6.1)
11th, 15:26 Off the coast of Sanriku (M:7.2)
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11th, 15:15 Off the coast of Ibaraki Prefecture (M:7.4)
11th, 15:06 Off the coast of Sanriku (M:7.0)
11th, 14:46 [Main shock]Off the coast of Sanriku (M: 7.9→ 9.0)

March 11

March 12

March 13
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Promotion of Large-scale Floodgates/Land Lock Automation and Remote Operations
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￮ It is important to ensure that elements such as floodgates and land locks are securely closed before a tsunami hits.
￮ Reorganization, constant closure, automation and remote operation of floodgates, land locks, etc. should be promoted
to minimize damages.

[Example of reorganization (Wakayama-Shimotsu Port: Wakayama Prefecture)]

[Example of land lock automation (Nagoya Port coast: Aichi Prefecture)]
Before automation

After automation

Land locks were eliminated, and stairs installed in adjacent
areas for more convenience
[Example of constant closure (Kochi Port coast:
Kochi Prefecture)]

N o t i c e
Land locks within Kochi Port are under
“constant closure” to prepare for
the coming

Nankai Earthquake.

Do not forget to close the locks after use. Thank you for
your cooperation.
K oc hi Ci vil En gin ee rin g O ffi ce, K och i Pre fe ctu re
Koc hi Pre fec t u re Port and C oas t D ivis ion
Contact point 088-882-8171

[Establishment of a management and operation system that
prioritizes the safety of the operators]
“Floodgates/Land Locks Management
System Guideline for Tsunami and High
Tides” was revised in April 2016 with the
aim of establishing guidelines for further
safety and appropriate floodgate/land lock
operation and management by coastal
management staff. This promotes a
management and operation system that
puts the safety of operators as its highest
priority.

Land locks being closed by on-site operators
(Osaka Prefecture)

Constant closure of land locks which are rarely used
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Ensuring Transport Functions for Emergency Goods --Development of Earthquake-resistant Quays and Major Wide-area Emergency Management Bases--

In the event of a disaster, ports function as bases for restoration by receiving emergency relief supplies to be relayed to stricken areas, among other
activities.
It is necessary to promote the development of earthquake-resistant quays to enable reception of emergency relief supplies during disasters.
Major wide-area emergency management bases are to be established and operated by the government in the event of a widespread disaster.
Promotion of the establishment of emergency management
bases in coastal areas
￮ Promotion of emergency management bases with ports at their
cores, based on regional disaster plans.
￮ Development of earthquake-resistant quays to enable these ports to
receive emergency relief supplies as emergency management
bases in the event of a disaster.
￮ Emergency management bases with space for wharfs integrated with earthquake-resistant quays and disaster
prevention open green areas

Reinforcing operation systems of major wide-area emergency
management bases
￮ Creation of major wide-area emergency management bases in the Tokyo
metropolitan area and Keihanshin area, to act as base camps for wide-area
support units and relay bases to transport emergency relief supplies in the event
of a major disaster which affects multiple prefectures
￮ To be used as green areas open to citizens during normal conditions, but to be
operated by the government during disasters
￮ Relevant organizations are to cooperate and conduct drills for emergency relief
supplies, etc. to reinforce operational systems in the event of a disaster

Utilization of earthquake-resistant quays in the Great East Japan Earthquake

Port-side
road

Open spaces such as
green areas

Earthquakeresistant quay
(-12m)

<Port of Kawasaki, Higashi-Ogishima district>
Major wide-area emergency management base
(15.8ha)

Earthquake-resistant
quay

Use of “Miura”, the patrol vessel for the Japan Coast Guard
(March 19, 2011)

￮ Damage to an earthquake-resistant quay and a standard quay at the Great East Japan Earthquake (at the Port of Onahama)

Opened for common use on April 26, 2008

Earthquake-resistant quay
(-7.5m)
Port wide-area emergency
management base support
facilities

Port wide-area emergency
management base support
facilities

Earthquakeresistant quay

Standard
quay

Port-side
road

<Port of Sakai-Semboku, Second District>
Opened for common use on April 1, 2012

Major wide-area
emergency
management base
(27.9ha)

Earthquakeresistant quay
(-7.5m)
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Overview of earthquake-resistant quays

Transport and Tourism

About Earthquake-resistant Quays

￮ Earthquake-resistant quays are mooring facilities that have reinforced strength toward earthquakes when compared to standard
quays, to ensure the transport of emergency relief supplies immediately after disasters and ensure economic activities in the
event of a large-scaled earthquake.
￮ Earthquake-resistant quays are integrated with open spaces such as green areas behind them, to function as emergency
management bases including base camp for support units and for the handling/temporary storage of emergency supplies.

Behavior of standard quays and earthquake-resistant quays
during large-scaled earthquakes
Earthquake-resistant quay
Standard quay

Space for wharfs

Quay

Open spaces such as
green areas

Space for wharfs

Reduction
of earth
pressure

Quay

Available for use

Reinforced resistance
toward earth pressure

Not available for use

Emergency relief supply transport at the SendaiShiogama Port during the Great East Japan
Earthquake

Earthquakeresistant quay
Implementation of measures
against ground liquefaction

Measures
against
liquefaction
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2. Response to the Increasing Frequency and Severity of Typhoon Damage
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Damage in Ports due to Typhoon No.21 in 2018
Collapsed landlocks

Flooding in the coastal
district of Ashiya

Flooding in
Kobe Port

Containers drifted and stranded ashore in
the coastal district of Ashiya

Destruction of seawalls and fences

100 used cars burned in the Koshien district

Vessels run
ashore

Destruction of seawalls, etc.

Two containers adrift
off the east coast of
Maya Pier

Seven to eight
containers adrift off the
coast of
Sumiyoshihama

Vessels run
ashore
Small vessel run
ashore

Destruction of breakwater, etc.

Vessel
stranded on
breakwater

Two gantry cranes collapsed at
the Naruohama quay

Yumeshima Container Terminal (C10-C12)

Tide level (Kobe Port)

Port-side
road
closed

PL-4
Offices,
sheds, and
warehouses
flooded

Port of AmagasakiNishinomiya-Ashiya

Tide level (Osaka Port)

Port-side
road closed

Kobe Port
Yumeshima Container Terminal (C10-C12)
-Scattered containers, six gantry cranes
damaged
-Two RTG cranes damaged

A2

PL-13
- Power outage in the berth

Large-sized
materials from
coastal corporations
set adrift

Osaka Port

RC-2、RC-4/5
- Flooding within the yard, with approximately 100
empty containers scattered across the yard
- Stacked containers within the yard, toppled
- Seven gantry cranes damaged (RC2:3, RC4/5:4)

Legend:

RC-6、RC-7
- High-tide flooding at sheds/electric equipment, etc., vehicles within
the yard, empty containers scattered/drifted out to sea,
vehicle/container fires
- Stacked containers within the yard, toppled
- Five gantry cranes damaged - 14 RTG cranes damaged

Port civil engineering facilities which suffered damage
Private facilities/equipment, etc. which suffered damage
Areas which suffered damage due to high-tide flooding

Flooding in the port
island tunnel

12 work boats and
10 to 15 barges
adrift/stranded at the
Taishonai Port of
Shirinashigawa River

Damaged parapet at the
north breakwater of
Nanko Port
Damage to the Osaka
Nanko Port ferry terminal
pedestrian bridge

Port-side road
closed

Flooding in the Rokko Island district
Trailer overturned in the
second district of Sakai

Port of SakaiSemboku

Second district of Sakai
quay( -7.5m)
- Flooded quay

13

0

5km
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Collapsing/Drifting Containers

Transport and Tourism

Severe typhoon winds caused stacked containers within yards to collapse.
Due to flooding, etc. by high tide and waves, empty containers in Kobe Port and Osaka Port spilled out to sea
routes and mooring basins. Port functions stopped for two days at Kobe Port and three days at Osaka Port until the
safety of ships navigating these waters could be confirmed.
Vehicles necessary to handle cargo, such as trailer heads within the terminal, became inoperable, delaying the
reopening of the terminal.

Kobe Port Rokko Island
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Container Fires

Transport and Tourism

Flooding at the Kobe Port Rokko Island container terminal caused magnesium within containers to ignite. It
took approximately 50 days to extinguish these fires, forcing the terminal to close during this period.
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Ship Collision to the KIX Int’l airport bridge
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KIX Int’l Airport
KIX Int’l Airport

Mainland

Ministry of Land, Infrastructure,

Response to the Increasing Frequency and Severity of Typhoon Damage
Measures for dredging anchors

Ensuring safety of facilities against waves and other elements

Performance of wave resistance, etc. have been reviewed for design
offshore waves updated with the latest scientific findings, and facilities with
higher importance and urgency have been elevated and reinforced.

Protective facilities should be installed to mitigate
damage in the event of vessel collision.
Pile-type collision
prevention construction

Image of reviews
Wave estimations
Wave shoaling calculations

Review of
breakwaters, quays,
etc.

Transport and Tourism

Spectral method, etc.

Energy method, Takayama method, Boussinesq method, etc.

Pile-type collision
prevention construction

Quay design waves
(For reviews of uplift pressure, wave overtopping
rate)

Breakwater design waves
Design offshore
wave

Wind power

Effects of seabed
topography

Colliding vessel
Flooding calculation
*As necessary

Wave force and wave
overtopping estimation
Experiments, the Goda wave force and
overtopping calculation method, wave
motion waterway with numerical value, etc.

Review of
seawalls, etc.

Wave transformation calculation

Wave estimations

Energy method, Takayama method, Boussinesq
method, etc.

Spectral method, etc.

Example of a measure taken to mitigate collision damage (pile-type collision prevention construction)

Design waves (waves before the
walls)
(For reviews of wave pressure and overtopping rate)

Allowable overtopping flow rate (Standard configuration)
- Areas with densely-packed houses and public facilities,
etc. in the background in which severe damage due to
overtopping waves, spray, etc. can be
expected...0.01m3/s/m
- Other areas of priority....0.02m3/s/m
- Other areas...0.02-0.06m3/s/m

Design offshore
wave

Wind power

Effects of seabed
topography

Measures to prevent scattering of containers

Technical deliberations should be continued along with sharing
good practices for measures to prevent containers from scattering.

Image of countermeasures

Reinforcement and
elevation of facilities

Multiple
protection

Belt

Reviewing
waves

Empty containers secured together with belts
(Eight belts are used)
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3. Promotion of Disaster Prevention/Mitigation and Reinforcement of Land
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Promotion of Port Disaster Prevention/Mitigation and Reinforcement of Land for Large-scaled Disasters

Protecting ports and hinterlands

￮ Promotion of port disaster prevention/mitigation and measures to reinforce land with the full mobilization of software and hardware, to prepare for disasters due to
large-scaled earthquakes, tsunamis, high tide and waves, etc., caused by the factors such as the Nankai Trough Earthquake and large-scaled typhoons.

Overview of offshore wave observation
by ＧＰＳ wave recorders
Observation of waves and tide levels by
installing GPS antennas onto buoys in the
ocean and capturing the three-dimensional
movements of the buoys.

Observation center

￭ Incorporation of “steadfast structures” for breakwaters
and levees
Strengthening structures to be steadfast in order to mitigate
damages by securing evacuation times and reducing the
scope of flooding, even in the event a large-scaled tsunami
overflows embankments.
Special features for the top edge

Kotonoura floodgates

Shikoku Regional
Development Bureau

Devising special features for
the top edge to separate the
landing location of overflow
will prevent scouring behind
breakwaters

Town area

(GPS wave observation
information delivery system)

NOWPHAS
web page
Doubling
connections with
satellite connections

External power

Kotonoura district

Meteorological
Agency

Funoo district

On-land station

Correction information (radio)
GPS wave recorder
Observation information (radio)

Waves
Water depth
Around 100m to 400m

Approximately 20km
offshore

Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure, Transport and
Tourism
Port office

Installation of covering
blocks
Strengthening reinforced
embankments to protect
foundation mounds and
the seabed from scouring

Break
water

Foundation mound
Real-time wave conditions and changes in
tide (including tsunamis) made available to
the public

Seabed

Tsunami observation
information, etc.

Installation of reinforcing
embankment
Enhances resistance to tsunami wave
power and protects foundation mounds and
the seabed from scouring

Installation of scour protection
mats
Protects foundation mounds
and the seabed from scouring

Automatic closure
Used for port construction design/management
Used as disaster prevention data at the event of tsunamis/high waves
Used for fishing/marine leisure

- Tsunami observation data from GPS
wave recorders made available to the
public
- Estimated tsunami height based on
coastal observations made available
to the public
- Reviewing tsunami warnings using
values from observations

Example of real time information delivery by GPS wave
recorders

￭ Establishing Port BCP (Business continuity plan
Maintaining marine transport networks

￭ Promotion of reorganization, automation, etc. of elements
such as flood gates and land locks
Reduce the number of facilities needing management through
reorganization/constant closure, and promote automation/remote
operation for the other facilities as well to ensure safe and
reliable closure of flood gates and other facilities in the event of a
tsunami.

￭ Clarifying port disaster risks
Indicate ground height on port plans, etc. to clarify
flooding risks due to high tide, etc. for waterside
lands. Provide real-time information on waves and
wind speed.

for ports)
Clarify port BCP, including disaster response and
implementation systems for port staff, and reinforce
effectiveness through drills, etc. to maintain port functions
and attempt a swift recovery after a disaster strikes.

Kotonoura floodgates (Wakayama-Shimotsu Port)

Breakwaters with steadfast structures (Omaezaki Port)

￭ Reinforcing national systems to secure marine networks
Reinforcing national systems such as the management of
major wide-area emergency management bases, drawing
marine transportation routes to secure emergency routes, and
alternative management of port facilities, etc.

Normal use

￭ Promoting the development of earthquake-resistant
quays, etc.
Promoting the development of earthquake-resistant quays and
port-side roads, etc. to secure the transportation of emergency
supplies and mainline logistics functions after a large-scaled
earthquake.

Use during disasters
Gathering place for wide-area
support units

Port wide-area emergency management
base support facilities

Space for a wide-area support
unit base camp
★

Space for a heliport
Space for a supply transport relay
base

Integrated emergency response drill for large-scaled tsunamis
(drills to draw up marine transportation routes)

Major wide-area emergency management bases (image)

Earthquake-resistant quay(Port of Onahama)
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